$80B thug budget to oppress Targeted Individuals
By Deborah Dupre, Human Rights Examiner, November 10, 2010

Sunday, a targeted man compared the societal system of spying, or "ratting," to the old game called "Gossip." Understanding the root of the insidious game, formalized into an $80 billion industry for thugs to inflict torture in a reign of terror on innocent targets, is provided on the Targeted Individual website, developed into the short video below, an in George W. Bush's statements shortly after 911.

Bush's torture not limited to overseas prisons - Some think the Targeted Individual phenomenon sweeping the United States, impacting as many as 350,000 Americans, that spreads out globally, is resultant of organized crime. Others believe it is squarely rooted in government. As president, George Bush stated, it is both.

Hours after 911, Bush announced to the world that his administration would be hiring "thugs" to help "root out" his brand of "terror" because thugs "know how these terrorists think."

The video below summarizes how government is the driving force Targeting Individuals, paying neighbors, even children to be spies, professional stalkers to keep innocent people under surveillance for further secret attacks. These US-based human rights violation attacks now officially include assassinations on US soil and elsewhere in the Bush/Obama 'locate and assassinate' New Phoenix Program that unofficially includes torture.

At the end of October 2010, for the first time, the government officially announced its total spy budget. CNN reported that the US spent $80 billion on "spy activities" in 2010. Among other clandestine operations, spreading Disinformation is a major spy tactic.

Many Targeted Individuals move in attempt for normalcy in their lives. There is, however, no refuge. US intelligence operatives and contracted crime gangs are transnational.

Many Targeted Individuals are forced to move due to professionally executed lies, Disinformation is used by paid infiltrators sworn to secrecy to worm their way into the targets' inner circles and cause havoc for the purpose of neutralizing the target.

There being no refuge for the innocent target should be no more of a surprise than thugs hired to punish the new "terrorist" like peace-workers, whistle-blowers, journalists, 911 truth advocates and other human rights workers - or just ordinary pacified citizens. The prime example of such ordinary citizens are the women whose former partners with the "right connections" get their names on the hit-list.

Bush, now boasting about his authorizing torture, declared via satellite TV the evil plan for Targeted Individuals, precisely what they suffer daily with no police protection according to consistent reports. Bush declared: "We will direct every resource at our disposal... every tool of intelligence, every instrument of law enforcement, every financial influence, and every necessary weapon of war to the disruption and eventual defeat of terrorism... Either you are with us, or you are with the terrorists... Americans should expect a battle unlike any other they have ever seen, not one battle, but a lengthy campaign, some visible, others secret. We will drive terrorists from place to place until there is no refuge or rest."

It was thus clarified: Either you are a war criminal with Bush and his team - or you will be targeted in a lengthy campaign that includes some invisible secrets, (like Directed Energy Weapons, and cyber attacks (2)) with no refuge or rest (due to the 24-7 harassment and torture used to neutralize. Law enforcement has been directed to be complicit in unleashing terror on America's "greatest people,"
Targeted Individual, Julio L. Velazquez recently explained that the human prey are stalked for years after exposing or attempting to halt corruption and that it is often based on rumors, usually fabricated to begin with and then "completely distorted." He knows. He is targeted.

As Targeted Individuals often explain to the writer, they had attempted to halt a human rights violation before they were targeted and still free. Velazquez reported a crime, in his case, a drug crime. He has since been on the receiving end of government sponsored terror that mainstream media calls "spying."

"You know how the story goes," Velazquez stated. "If one starts a rumor and passes it on to another person, and then that person passes it on, etc..then, the original rumor has been totally changed, to make one a monster.

"Ultimately, someone who doesn't know you and who has heard the lie about you and has a propensity to be violent, could possibly harm you, just like they tried to do to Darlene Miles." (Facebook; also see Shattered glass and dreams: Shot at target wants Quaids heard; Dupre, D., Examiner, Nov. 5, 2010) www.examiner.com/human-rights-in-national/shot-targeted-individual-wants-quaids-heard)

Speaking from personal injuries and suffering the murders of his family members perpetrated by the "spy" system, Velazquez said, "Criminals take advantage of opportunities and then they try to pass as heroes."

In fact, criminals, or as Bush called them, "thugs," are the new heroes. The whistle-blower is the new terrorist.

There are so many "terrorists," good-hearted Americans and other nationals, an 80 billion dollar budget is required to root them out, while Americans go hungry and homeless.

There is little difference between this system and the Nazis’ local community citizen spies called Brown Shirts.

In a society built on lies and informants, nobody is safe.

Surveillance does not stop with watching. The Targeted Individual can, and often is, covertly assaulted in ways to quietly ruin their lives, in secret prison hellholes and in communities.

Do you know who you are trusting?

2. Washington Post, Pentagon's Cyber Command seeks authority to expand its battlefield, Nov 6, 2010).

VIDEO: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLpHitaKk1s